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Suggested Learning Outcomes from GCSE Art & Design Specification:
• Develop ideas through investigating relevant artists, designers or craft practitioners;
• Demonstrate understanding of one or more roles or working practices relating to the production of art, 

craft and design in the creative and cultural industries;
• Experiment with relevant media, materials, techniques, processes and technologies to refine skills in 

response to their practical task;
• Record their ideas, insights, plans and intentions coherently;
• Record using appropriate visual language and/or annotation relevant to their task/the creative and cultural 

industries;
• Demonstrate understanding of the purposes, intentions and functions of art, craft and design.
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Suggested links to the development of Key Stage 4 Statutory Skills:
Using Communication 
• Communicate meaning, feelings and viewpoints in a logical and coherent manner.

Using Mathematics
• Use mental computation to calculate, estimate and make predictions in a range of simulated and real-life 

contexts.

Self-Management
• Plan Work.
• Monitor, review, reflect on and evaluate their progress and improve their learning.

Working with Others
• Learn with and from others through co-operation.

Problem Solving
• Identify and analyse relationships and patterns.
• Reason, form opinions and justify their views.
• Analyse and evaluate multiple perspectives.
• Apply and evaluate a range of approaches to solve problems in familiar and novel context.

In this Fact file you will see a number of real-life worked examples which you can further explore yourself in 
class.

Fig 1: Mixing your Colours – Initial Mixes
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12-point colour wheel example:
This 12-point colour wheel example is easy 
to produce using Microsoft Publisher auto-
shapes:
• Donut 
• Ovals
• Lines

The middle circular sections can be for your 
main colours.

The outer sections for your shades. The 
inner sections for your tints.

Task 1: Produce your own colour wheel to 
help provide a ‘ready-reckoner’ for a host 
of colour reference information.

Whether, you work in acrylic, poster paint, gouache, oil, watercolour, tempera etc. you will find that the ‘pure’ 
hue or colour for each medium will vary largely on the medium you choose. For the purposes of these worked 
examples the following acrylic paint colours have been used to show experiments in colour mixing:

• Yellow – Cadmium Yellow (Pale Hue)
• 
• Red – Cadmium Red
• 
• Blue – Cobalt Blue

Fig 2: 12-point Colour Wheel Example

Fig 3: Primary Colours
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Primary Colours
In colour theory, the primary colours in art are the three pure pigments of red, yellow and blue. No other 
colours can be mixed together to achieve the pure primary colours. 

All other colours are derived from these three hues. 

We could liken them to the prime numbers in Maths which only have factors of themselves and one. Primary 
colours essentially have no factors. If we think of colours as families, then the primary colours would be the 
first family from which all other colours come from. 

Task 2: Update your colour wheel with the primary colours as shown below:

Fig 4: Primary Colours on Wheel
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Secondary Colours
Secondary colours are achieved by mixing two 
primary colours together for example: 

Red + Yellow = Orange

Yellow + Blue = Green

Blue + Red = Purple / Violet

Note: Make sure to estimate your mix as close to 
a 50/50 colour combination as you can, as any 
variation may not produce the same secondary 
colour as the ones shown. It is also important 
to thoroughly mix your colours on the palette, 
and to make sure your brush does not show any 
separate colour residues.

Task 3: Update your colour wheel with the secondary colours as shown below: 

Fig 6: Primary and Secondary Colours on Wheel

 

Fig 5: Secondary Colour Mixes
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Tertiary Colours
Tertiary Colours combine a 
primary with a secondary colour 
next to it on the colour wheel. 
This mixture will then have extra 
quantity of one primary colour, 
for example:

Red + Orange (Red+Yellow) = 
Red-Orange

Yellow + Orange (Red + Yellow) = 
Yellow-Orange

Blue + Green (Yellow + Blue) = 
Blue-Green

Yellow + Green (Yellow + Blue) = 
Yellow-Green

Red + Purple (Red + Blue) =  
Red-Purple

Blue + Purple (Blue + Red) = 
Blue-Purple

Task 4: Update your colour wheel with the tertiary colours as indicated below: 

Fig 8: Primary, Secondary & Tertiary Colours on Wheel

Fig 7: Tertiary Colour Mixes
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Cool & Warm Colours:
From this colour wheel so far, we can also 
determine the cool and the warm colours. 

These colours that can psychologically 
indicate the feeling of heat or cold.

Artists may also employ them in their work to 
provide contrast. 

These colours can be used in a painting to 
help to make compositions more interesting 
by ‘bringing colours forward’ and ‘allowing 
colours to recede’.

Task 5: Explore and evaluate the use of 
warm and cool colour contrast in the 
‘Houses of Parliament’ series by Claude 
Monet – http://www.cmonetgallery.com/
houses-of-parliament.aspx

Analogous Colour:
Analogous Colours are three or more colours 
lying next to each other on the colour wheel. 
They can be used by artists who wish to paint 
using a limited palette or to explore limited 
colour schemes.

One of the greatest exponents of using 
analogous colours to create harmonies was 
the Abstract Expressionist painter, Mark 
Rothko. http://www.markrothko.com/art.shtml

Task 6: Evaluate the use of analogous 
colours in the work of Mark Rothko. Create 
your own ‘Rothko’ using three colours next 
to each other on the colour wheel.

Fig 9: Cool & Warm Colours on Wheel

Fig 10: Analogous Colours on Wheel
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Complementary Colours:
Complementary Colours lie directly 
opposite to each other on the colour 
wheel. Positioning two complementary 
colours adjacent to each other in a 
composition can create the most intense 
simultaneous contrast. 

The Impressionists were reported to 
include complementary colours in 
shadows to enhance the colour of 
objects.

For example, they may mix a little blue 
into the shadows of an orange coloured 
object to amplify its natural colour. 

This contrast is most evident in the use 
of colour used by the group of artists 
known as the ‘Fauves’. 

The Fauves’ style was not so much bound 
by the laws of realistic representations of 
a scene, but perhaps more abstractly, by 
the bold use of complementary colours 
to produce vibrating and contrasting 
compositions. 

Split Complementaries:
Artists may also use split 
complementary colours or colours that 
lie next to the direct complementary 
colour. 

Using these colours can help to lessen 
the striking contrast of complementary 
colours.

Task 7: Explore and evaluate the work 
of the ‘Fauves’ and their expressive 
use of complementary colours. 

Fig 11: Complementary Colours on Wheel

Fig 12: Split Complementary Colours on Wheel
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Tints and Shades
The lightness or darkness of a colour is known as its value. We can explore a colour’s value by adding white 
or black to lighten or darken a colour. When we add white to the colour, we produce tints, and when we add 
black to a colour we produce shades.

The outer sections of our 12-point colour wheel show the result of each colour having been mixed with a 
small amount of black to produce shades (Figure 13)

  
Fig 13: Colour Wheel with Shades Fig 14: Colour Wheel with Tints & Shades
     
 
The inner sections of our 12-point colour wheel show the result of white being mixed with each colour to 
produce tints (Figure 14)

Desaturating a colour with its complementary
The saturation or intensity of a colour can also be toned or dulled down by mixing the hue with its direct 
complementary. Pictured below is an experiment in dulling down a blue by adding small parts of orange 
each time to the blue colour. Starting from the right hand side, gradually more and more orange has been 
added until the blue element of the mix is largely reduced. 

Fig 15: Desaturating a colour using its complementary

As with all colour mixing experiments, producing these variants time and again, is wholly dependent on 
getting the secondary colour mix right (Figure 15)
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Achieving Browns
Mixing all three primary colours can produce a range of browns. The resultant brown is largely dependent 
on which of the three primary colours dominate the mixture. More of one colour than the others will help to 
produce this dominance.

Of course, you can simply mix the complementary colours together to achieve different shades of brown, for 
example: Red + Green; Yellow + Purple; or Blue + Orange. 

Colour Mixing Applications 
In the painting opposite, the artist has explored a range of colour tones and mixes, some applied as thick 
perhaps impasto layers and others as thin films of colour or colour washes.

It is better to try your mixing experiments with the colour wheel colours you have already produced, rather 
than mixing in straight from a tube of colour. This way you can appreciate the manner in which the mixes 
behave. 

Once these tonal mixes have been produced, diluting the colours into thin washes can further help to explore 
the fine processes in building up films of colour to attain tones.

Fig 16: ‘The Reader’ (2007) by Conor J. Corbett (120 x 90 cms, Acrylic on Canvas)
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The artist may have used the following 
colour paint mixes in his palette to 
achieve colours in sections of the 
painting (Figures 17 & 18).  

Of course, the palette may change 
continually as the painting process 
transpires. Artists may use a myriad 
of makeshift or traditional palettes as 
areas to mix colours, for example: a 
wooden palette, a sheet of glass, table-
top, sheet of cardboard etc.

Fig 18: ‘The Reader’ - Detail

There are of course a wide range of tube colours available as tints or shades of each primary, secondary and 
tertiary colour, however, it is good practice to be able to achieve a range of colour values through the mixing 
process. Why not have a go yourself? How many mixes can you make?

Fig 17: Colour mixing in a palette
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EXTENSION TASK: 
Using the Colour Recipe Chart below, experiment with colour mixes, recording the colour 
combinations you have used to create each new mix.
 

Fig. 19 Colour mixing in a recipe chart
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